Wideline presents…
The Paragon Range

Paragon: a model
of excellence

Wideline’s premium brand of architectural windows
and doors for style, quality, sophistication and comfort

Paragon®
The brand new window design
breakthrough from Wideline

The Wideline range is already one of the
best known, and most trusted in Australia
“Now we are proud to announce the new generation of
Wideline windows – the supremely elegant Paragon range:
a unique combination of stylish design and sound practical
benefi ts.
As with all Wideline products, the Paragon range of windows
and doors is:
• Unmatched in quality of design, manufacture and
craftsmanship – using the most advanced technologies
and production techniques available
• Designed for architectural systems to suit every window
and door need
• Made from specially selected, highest quality materials
• Subject to stringent quality control at every stage of
manufacture
• The result of our research and development team
working in conjunction with the National Association of
Testing Authorities (NATA) to ensure our products exceed
the standards of relevant Australian building authorities
• Fully Australian designed and manufactured
• Fully supported by our 10-year written guarantee to
provide complete satisfaction and peace of mind
Being one of Australia’s largest privately owned
manufacturers of timber and aluminium framed windows and
doors, we are totally committed to meeting the high quality
requirements of home owners and renovators.
With over 35 years in business, we take great pride in the
products we make – to ensure unsurpassed quality and value
for money along with the total satisfaction that comes from
dealing with an Australian-owned business that has a long
and proven track record.

Leading the way in style, quality
and versatility for beauty that lasts
…the solution is Paragon
Paragon windows and doors are modular, functional, versatile
and aesthetically ideal for the wide variety of settings found
in new home designs.
Our designers are especially mindful of the increasing need
to conserve energy and offer variations that help control
room temperature, minimise penetration of damaging UV
rays and solar heat.
At the forefront of such advances, the new Paragon range
is energy rated through the Australian Window Association’s
Window Energy Rating Scheme (WERS).
The heart of the Paragon system is its stylish, innovative
100mm x 40mm main frame; this enables the entire range
to offer a wide range of flexible glazing options – from
performance glass to double glazing.
The entire range (excluding louvres) can be glazed with glass
up to 24mm thick or can be individually colonial glazed.

Invite the great outdoors inside!
Doors up to three metres high can be created with specially
designed Paragon panels. Bi-fold, Hinged, Sliding and Stacker
Door panels are all manufactured with matching aluminium
extrusions to give a uniform look to suit the discerning buyer.
Views can be further maximised with large Paragon awning
or casement windows; these come complete with quality
hardware and double compression seals.
Windows can be readily combined with fixlites, louvres and
other Paragon products to give the desired finish.
The result is a supremely elegant look only possible with
integrated components designed to work together in
meeting your need for quality and comfort.
On the purely practical side, the Paragon range offers
unmatched acoustic and sound control, accommodates
extreme weather, bushfire conditions while meeting energy
and climate concerns.
We look forward to working with you to create a finish and
style for your home that suits with the use of Paragon.”
Michelle Logan, Marketing Manager

Awning/Casement
Windows

The Paragon awning/casement range
creates great design flexibility and
aesthetic appeal, providing the ability
to incorporate large elegant windows
Being constructed within single vertical frames, awning
windows are hinged at the top; and casement windows are
hinged at one side, they bring you panoramic views, are easy
to operate and provide conveniently controlled ventilation.
The robust but elegant external frames offer strength in
exposed areas such as buildings higher than 10 metres or
those in cyclonic areas. They are fi tted with full-perimeter
sash seals for maximum weather protection while reducing
air infiltration.
For improved security, Paragon awning/casement windows
come with an efficient locking system and can be readily
fi tted with matching Paragon insect screens.
We will be happy to advise you on the glass options and
hinging methods that will best suit your home and your
special requirements.

Louvre Windows

Enjoy a beautiful uninterrupted view and
plenty of natural light with convenient
weather control and the freedom to let in
the amount of fresh air you prefer. It’s so
easy with Paragon louvre windows
You have the option of choosing from glass, western red
cedar or extruded aluminium blades which are encased in a
sturdy aluminium surround.
The louvre blades are secured by unique injection-moulded
clips that are silent, provide a weathertight seal and are
corrosion-free.
In many instances the louvre mechanisms can be colour
matched to your chosen aluminium frame finish. Ask us
about our wide variety of colour schemes.
Paragon louvres can be fi tted with integrated external insect
screens that do not interfere with the operation of the
louvre blades.
You can have Paragon louvre frame retrofi tted on site to
existing Paragon fixlite frames of suitable width if you require
greater ventilation than available at present.

Hinged Doors

You (and your visitors) will be impressed by
the way Paragon Hinged Doors create
a welcoming and elegant entry to your home
Paragon Hinged Doors are available in inward and outward
opening configurations and come in single and double
opening door frames.
The whole range can be readily customised to include
overhead highlite and sidelite panels of clear, louvred,
coloured, textured or custom glass to perfectly match your
home décor.
The inclusion of high quality full perimeter seals around the
door frame provides superior weather protection and greatly
minimises air infiltration – an important consideration for
air-conditioned homes.

Sliding Doors

You’ll find Paragon sliding doors are the
perfect choice when you want a high
performance door with clean, modern
lines
Constructed around a stylish continuous outer frame, they
match perfectly with our elegant but unobtrusive insect
screens.
Offering convenient entry and generous ventilation, they are
ideal next to your patio, deck or garden. They come with
self-draining sills and effective seals to prevent water entry.
Toughened glass, finished with a safety motif, is fi tted as
standard; they can also be double glazed to insulate against
temperature and noise.
The aluminium construction, available in 2, 3 and 4 door
panel configurations, are manufactured for easy maintenance
and durability. These doors are smooth and quiet in
operation.

Sliding Stacker Doors

Their handsome, modern design brings
you a new standard in large sliding doors
They are available in 3 and 6 panel configurations to provide
an excellent design solution for large screenable openings.
The three-panel version has two sliding panels which slide
neatly behind the third; the six-panel configuration has four
sliding panels with two sliding left and two sliding right.
These high performance units, 300Pa water rated, are
constructed around a robust heavy duty 150mm deep
outer frame. The addition of an outer flydoor frame gives an
overall depth of 207mm from inside to out.
Individually glazed colonial bar arrangements and on-site
glazing options are also available.
The outer frame’s design matches the Paragon sliding door
range, giving an aesthetic advantage and ease of installation
for jobs using both suites.

Bi-fold Doors

Paragon bi-fold doors enable indoor
and outdoor areas to come together to
maximise floor space for entertainment or
relaxation
They take our already highly successful design to another
level. Their heavy duty stainless steel carriage systems
maximise panel sizes and provide smooth and easy
operation.
Available in both open-in and open-out configurations with
panel widths up to 1100mm, they offer you an exciting
selection of design and performance options.
For weather protection, these doors feature full perimeter
seals and double door stile seals.
Individually glazed colonial bar arrangements and on-site
glazing are also available. Please ask your Paragon consultant
for further details.

Matching accessories
and fittings

The Paragon range comes with a
comprehensive range of stylish accessories
to offer additional safety and protection
All are specifically designed to enhance the way that Paragon
will compliment the décor of your home.
Paragon windows can be beautifully customised with colonial
or federation bars and can also be fi tted with customdesigned and manufactured insect and safety screens. Being
manufactured to the same high standards, they match and fi t
perfectly.

Choose Paragon for a beautiful result
and perfect peace of mind
All Paragon windows, doors and accessories are designed
and manufactured to the highest standards by Wideline, an
Australian owned and operated company whose outstanding
reputation is based on over 35 years of leadership in local
manufacturing and meeting the needs of our clients.
All Paragon products are manufactured in Australia using the
very latest techniques, technology and material which are
rigorously tested for quality.
All are backed by our comprehensive 10-year warranty.

Safety &
technical guide

Wideline’s extensive
colour range

Working safely with Paragon
windows and doors

Colours are unlimited when
it comes to Wideline

Please note that, due to their size and weight, many Paragon
items will need to be site glazed. Lifting and carrying the
items with appropriate care will need to be taken. Maximum
permissible weight limits for lifting by our factory staff and
drivers are 20kg for one person and 70kg for two. This
would apply in principle to builders and tradespeople on site;
we recommend you receive advice from the appropriate
qualified consultants or authorities to ensure compliance and
worker safety.

Many popular colours in powdercoat finish or anodising are
available. All are good looking, long-lasting performers for
any location. Should you not find the exact colour you’re
after, we’ll match that special colour by bringing it to life.
Just ask one of our sales professionals.

Paragon Suite

Max
Glazing Mm

Open In/
Open Out

Max Individual
Frame Size

Min Individual
Frame Size

Recommened
Max Panel Width

Screens

Awning

24 (6/12/6)

Out

2100 X 1200

450 x 510

2100

Yes

Casement

24 (6/12/6)

Out

2100 X 800

870 x 525

900

Yes

Hinged Door

24 (6/12/6)

Both

2700 X 1000

810

1000

Yes

Bi-fold Door

24 (6/12/6)

Both

3000 X 6000

2100 x 1400

1000

No

Sliding Door

24 (6/12/6)

N/A

3000 X 6000

2100 x 1570 (2 Panel)

1500

Yes

Stacker Door

24 (6/12/6)

N/A

3000 X 6000

2100 x 2300 (2 Panel)

1500

Yes

Louvre

6

N/A

2534 X 1030

434 x 432 (3 Panel)

1030

Yes

All products (apart from louvres) can be individually glazed with colonial bars

We are proud members of the Australian Window Association
Wideline, designer and manufacturer of the Paragon range, is a founding member of the Australian Window Association (AWA). The Association was established to ensure that manufacturers
produced windows that meet and preferably exceed stringent safety and structural standards. From material selection and workmanship quality to weather sealing and applied finishes, all aspects of
production are scrutinised to ensure they meet the relevant Australian standards. The AWA label on every Wideline product means you can be confident our vast range has been tested, certified
and guaranteed by independent inspectors accredited by the National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA).
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